Introduction

40
PubMed Central (PMC) (2015e) contains full-text of about 4 million biomedical literatures, 41 and is one of the most important freely available data sources for the biomedical natural language 42 processing (NLP) research field. Although many new publications now provide plain text along 43 with the Portable Document Format (PDF), a substantial number of them do not. However, text 44 mining algorithms work more effectively on text-based formats such as plain text, XML or HTML 45 documents. Therefore, NLP researchers usually need to transcribe the biomedical literatures from 46 PDF to text as a preprocessing step of the NLP pipeline. 47 However, transcribing PDF to text accurately is not trivial. The design goals of the PDF 48 standard target ease of human readability rather than electronic consumption of data by other 49 software tools. That is, the PDF standard does not attempt to encode any semantic connection 50 between characters in a word or between paragraphs, but characters are "painted" individually at 51 specific 2-dimensional coordinates. Berg et. al. outlined some challenges encountered in 52 transcribing PDF documents to text accurately, such as varied reading orders, sectional formatting 53 and number of columns (Berg 2011) . These issues create a variability in text quality in the 54 generated outputs and impedes accurate text mining. inserted in between them (e.g., "cancer" might become "can-" and "cer" if it is the last 79 word of a row). Although this is not an error due to conversion, we would still like to 80 correct it and merge the hyphenated parts as a single word wherever possible to support 81 NLP afterwards. OCR text by modeling the text as sequence bigrams and then using HMM to compute the best 178 word sequence. The system learns the character level confusion probabilities for a specific OCR 179 engine and uses it to achieve better performance. In our study, we follow a similar approach to post-process the output from PDFX using the Tesseract OCR engine. 
Materials and Methods
195
The goal of this study is to extract high-quality XMLs from a biomedical literature PDFs to 196 make it better suited for our text mining tasks. Given a PDF file and its corresponding PubMed ID, 197 our system integrates the following four tools to generate output XML files: Figure 5 show the OCR, PDFX, and gold standard n-290 grams. In this example, the mismatch characters in OCR n-gram are "α", "u", and "3", while 291 that in PDFX n-gram are "a", "a" and "s". 
294
The mismatch characters are shown in bold and underlined style. is to train an HMM (16) using a training corpus of aligned OCR, PDFX and gold standard texts, 301 and infer the "most probable" n-gram by the Viterbi algorithm.
302
While formulating this problem in terms of HMM Viterbi inference, one of our assumptions 303 is that characters in the words of meaningful sentences follow the Markov assumption to a good 304 extent, something which is already well proven by handwriting and speech recognition applications, 305 which have used HMMs to achieve good performance (10) (19). The other assumption is that 306 OCR and PDFX have a statistical pattern or bias in the character level errors that they make, and 307 that these patterns can be learned through a training corpus. The same technique of modeling 308 words as sequences of characters by HMM has been used to boost OCR accuracy in (24).
309
To formally state the problem, we first define a character x t as the t-th letter in an OCR n-gram. 310 Therefore, each OCR n-gram can be represented as X = x 1 x 2 ...x N , which is a concatenation of N 311 characters. It should be noted that the character whitespace (i.e., " ") is also treated as a character. 312 In Figure 5 , the number of characters in the OCR n-gram "the α-value wa3 less than 0.01" is 30. 313 Next, we compute an ambiguity dictionary, which is a dictionary that records occurrences 314 of observed mismatched characters in the corpus. Specifically, the ambiguity dictionary is a list 315 of tuples of the form: (observed character, actual character, frequency). For example, a tuple ("α", 316 "p", 30) means that for 30 times when we saw "α" in OCR / PDFX text corpus, the actual 317 character in gold standard was "p". Multiple tuples for an observed character, like "α" in our 318 example can be aggregated and written as: which means that for "α" in OCR / PDFX n-gram, the true character should be a "p" 150 times, 323 "α" 30 times and "a", 5 times. 324 Thus, each mismatch character (from OCR n-gram) x t corresponds to a candidate-character set 325 δ t , which can be computed from the ambiguity dictionary. For non-mismatch characters, the 326 candidate character set δ t = {x t }, contains only one element which is exactly x t . In our OCR n-327 gram example, the candidate-token set of the first character "t" is "t", while that of the fifth 328 character "α" may be {"α", "a", "p", "o", "0"}, for example. Therefore, our problem can be 329 regarded as to choose the "most probable" candidate character for each mismatch character in 330 OCR n-gram, which can maximize the overall likelihood to recover the gold standard n-gram. the "most probable" candidate characters given X , the pair of OCR and PDFX n-grams. We 333 simplify the notation by using P(Y) as the target probability that we want to maximize. 334 We apply Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to solve our problem. Based on the Markov 335 assumption, the probability we want to maximize can be written as P(Y) = P(y 1 y 2 ...y N ) = 336 P(y 1 )P(y 2 |y 1 )P(y 3 |y 2 )...P(y N |y N − 1). Note that, for all states i =1, 2, ..., K. In our example ambiguity dictionary for 374 character "α" = [("p", 150), ("α", 30), ("a", 5)], the emission probability from "p" to 375 "α" (i.e., the probability that we observe "α" in OCR n-gram, but the true character 376 in gold standard n-gram is "p") can be estimated as ((30 + λ) / (150 + 30 + 5 + λ)). 
Combination of Top-N Possible Correct N-Grams Lists
388
Next, we select the most probable n-gram as the n-gram common in both lists (with 389 respect to marked characters only) which has the maximum combined probability, using the idea 390 of integrating gene mention tagging models (9). This is illustrated in Figure 6 . The PDFX n-gram in Figure 6 is "rs2252931 max P = 2.2610 29" and the OCR n-gram is:
399 "rs2252931 max P=2.2x10-9". The characters highlighted in green/blue are the characters marked 400 for correction. We won't apply correction to other characters, but instead just keep whatever we Finally, in the post-processing step, we pick th n-gram with the highest score, as the "most 417 probable" n-gram as the output of the special character correction step. 
Word Boundary Correction
436
To correct word boundary error (e.g., "cancer" might become "can-" and "cer" if it is the last 437 word of a row, thus it should be combined and corrected as "cancer" instead of two words), we 438 adopted a simple dictionary lookup method by comparing different parts (e.g., "can-" and "cer") 439 with the English dictionary in the Enchant Spellchecking System (2015c) and merging them as In our experiment, we set n=5 for n-grams. For special character correction, we exploit We developed a scoring metric which measured how a corrected XML from our system 474 performs with respect to the corresponding NXML. In this metric, an n-gram based similarity 475 method is used which is common in plagiarism detection. The idea is to make two sets of n-grams 476 from NXMLs and from our system, and use them to measure the occurrence and correct order of 477 words. We then compute the F1-score of the two n-gram sets as our evaluation metrics for title 478 and abstract, reference and acknowledgement, special characters, and word boundary. We applied 479 macro F1-score for most of the correction tasks except special characters and word boundary (of 480 which micro F1-score is computed). This is because the number of special characters or words 481 with incorrect boundary in an article can vary considerably. For jumbling error, we cannot apply 482 the n-gram similarity methods directly, as the error may appear in the tables (as shown in Figure   483 1). Therefore, we compute the average counts of such errors over all the articles in the dataset as 484 our evaluation metrics. For hypothesis (b), we further compute the micro F1-score for the p-value 485 and numbers (for the same reason as special character and word boundary), and the macro F1-486 score for the overall text quality (which is the n-gram similarity score for the whole document). 
Results
489
The results for each of the five correction steps are shown in On the other hand, Table 2 shows the scores at the end of the pipeline, where the corrections pipeline, but as can be seen by comparing stage-wise and end of pipeline scores in Table 1   525 and Also, the usability of bioPDFX can be largely increased by a multiple-files uploading 550 functionality, so that users can submit many PDF files of interest for conversion instead of 
557
The usability of bioPDFX can be largely increased by integrating it within a biocuration tool. • Title and abstract corrections depend on the PMC Entrez e-Utilities API
578
• As we model n-grams as sequences of characters and due to the Markov assumption, we 579 cannot correct errors in which one character is replaced by multiple ones, or is deleted 580
• Jumbling error correction is only an approximation since we fix n=5 581 In the future, we plan to run each of the text sources in parallel further improving the overall 583 performance, for which our initial result was reported in (Goyal et al. 2016 ). Also, we plan to 584 explore more challenging issues in the PDF to XML conversion process. Finally, we plan to extend 585 our experiments on more diverse types of large-scale corpuses.
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